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Cartwright's Legal lnstitUtioAS: 
A QuestiOn:of.(0mpeterice? 
·by Joe Peperone taugf?~. and ·spoke with both 
Prbfes,sor Cartwright and Dean 
Upon · hearing· complaints Tbomas Headrick. His report 
from first year students atten- fol/o'!rs. 
din, Associate ·Professor Bliss , 
.Cartwright's Legal Institutions Twice a week, for 75 
class, Opinion reporter Joe minu'tes each, the first year 
Peperorie set out to determine student~ in Section Ill attend a 
whether the complaints "were class_called Legal lns(itutjons, 
justified. He attended · two taugli_t by Associ,ate Professor 
Legal Institutions classes, inter- ·Bliss Cartwright. The course at­
viewed students who were tempts, through the. use of 
against, and for, the' course as sociar science studies, grap_hs 
Non-Profit Orpnization 
· U.S. Postage 
PAID 
Buffalo. New York 
Pennit No. 708 · 
and st&tistics, to .give the 
students a basic understanding 
of how judges, 1·awyers ana 
legislatures use data to reach 
their decisions. The goal of the · 
course is.' to Elnable the 
students taking it -to analyze 
data and be· able to use it, or 
attack it, when thev encounter 
it ' in litigation in the future. 
The basic complaints t heard 
about the class before I atten­




John Lord O'Brian Hall 
SUNY/8. North Campus 
Buffalo. ~w York 14 260 
the apathetic have no opinion 
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Many Seniors 
/ 
Will Be Unemployed at Graduation 
. 
by Jim .Kraus 
; 
As another year of study 
draws to ·a close, the current 
class of graduating law 
students prepar.es to clean out 
their -lockers, unload their case 
_books and whistle "Pomp' and 
Circumstance." -· However; · 
don't be surprised when some­
one tells you that--roughfy 70'% 
of the Class of 1981 will attend 
grc)duation r without knowing 
who will be supplying ·the 
bacon which ·tt\ey are ~uppos-
used by Placement to describ.e 
the status of those students 
who have found work with 
·which they are satisfied 
regardless of·tKeir having pass­
ed, failed or not taken the bar _ 
exam. That is, if a law graduate· 
is working a transitory job until 
something .:.breaks, he would 
not ·be deemed "employed" 
for the sake of Placement's 
statistics·. Therefore, only a tru­
ly employed graduate is 
reflected as one. Additionally, 
17 students, or 7% have pass-
ter understanding of this year's 
employment s.ituation will 
result. 
Audrey stresses the impor-
tance of every graduating stu-
dent _respo.nding even if they 
,41re without jobs at this time, 
since thos~ students will 
receive feelers from Place-
. ment as .well as the monthly 
. Audr'ey Koscielniak, Assistant Director o{ Placement: re-
mains optimjstic about UB law students' futures . 
ed to bring home. That is, _- if ed the bar exam but have not 
past history rings true, only ·found employment, while the 
about 30% of the class will remaining 12, or .5% did not 
have confirmed job offer~ for pass or take the bar exam and, 
the fall of 1981 . · 'because of this: are not 
. While the abov.e figures employed. 
might seem somewhat ·start- , Therefore, the rough 
ling, Audrey Koscielniak, As~is- estimate projectin~ 70% of the 
tant Director of. Placement, CI ass of . 1981 to be 
believe'S the employment pie- unemployed at graduation 
ture at graduation is hardly in- ·-.should ·quickly dissip_ate 
dicative of the opportunities downwards to about 10% 
awaiting those law students within one year. ·Audre¥ 
who have not found jobs; at believes .one main reason for 
that .. time. Finding the.' job this lies'-in the inherent nature 
market this year to be of · the small firms which can­
somewhat similar to tt'jat faced not a·fford to take on ·a "high­
by other recent·cl_a·sses, Audr~y J>iriced law clerk" until that in­
str~sses th'e findings of a cur- dividual has takert and/or pass_­
·rent employment survey of the ed the bar exam: Rein(orcing 
Class of 1980. ~ this notion is the · fact tliat 
The Placement Office was e,:i,plpyment surveys of rj!cent 
able to contact 232 students, graduatingclasses have shown 
or 95% -'of last yeJtr's class. Of approximately 25% of. tespon­
these, 203, or 88% have found ding st~dents a.re ..indeed 
'. 'employ' ment", a terni .9f art employ.ed in ,m11II_firms, i•.e., 
1 ;( ' ' 
th9se with less than ten at-
torneys . 
· · The results of the employ-
ment survey of last year's class 
can be further delineated: of 
the 203 st1:1dents who have . 
found employment, 114, or 
56% . are wqrking in , priv.a~ 
' practice; 20, or ·:10% are 
employed by the government; 
18 or 9% are working in the 
area of public interest/service; 
17-or 8% work in business posi-
tions; 17, or 8% are judicial 
clerks; 9, or 5% have taken 
positions in academia; and 4, 
or 2% have joined the JAG-
Corps. Also, this particular 
survey showed a growth of 
employment in large firms as 
well ' as a doubling of those 
hired in Rochester, as ·com-
pared to the results of one year · 
earlier. 
Recently, the Placement Of-
fice attempted a survey of the 
second ·and third year . class 
m.embers who had taken part 
in the on-call)pus and New 
York interview - sessions . 
However,. due to the pathetic 
lack of response and errors in 
some (?f those which were 
timely returned, no credible 
results could be elicited from 
the survey. · Therefore, no 
specifics as to this year's inter-
· viewing experiences an·d 
results are ·readily available. 
-Soon, however; seniors will , 
be asked to fill out and return 
Alumni,Olrectory Forms which 
will provide the Placement Of-
- fice with information as to 
each student's whereabouts as 
well as providing their employ-
m'ent situation. It is from these 
forms that the yearly Alumni 
Directory will be put together 
sometime Jlext year. . 
The Placement Office would , 
like-to seean.early response to 
these forms, which silould be 
available this week. lo fact, if 
the ·majority of these forms are 
relurned within a week, abet-
Employment Bulletin._ 
Along 'these same lines, the 
Placement Office ,definitely 
wants to keep ongoing com-
munications open with those 
g(aduating law students who 
have not found employment: It 
is important that unemployed 
graduate law students keep in 
touch with the Placement Of-
fice since law firms will con-
tinue to contact Pl;icement 
with immediate job openings. 
Also, it is not unusual for a 
-Buffalo Law Alumni to contact 
the Placement Office with in-
formation concerning an im-
mediate opening and ask the 
Office · to .contact those 
students still looking for work. 
This is a main reason, Audrey 
states, that those without jobs 
s·hould periodically contact 
the Placement Office to rJake 
their ~mployment status 
known. Furthermore, since job 
openings also tend to occur 
after the bar results are releas--
ed, this ongoing communica-
tion seems imperative. 
All in all, nobody can 
rightfully contend .that the 
Placement Office is 'the source 
of their unemployment. While 
Placement can open the doors 
to interviews and help with 
tactical strategy, students owe 
it to themselves fo be alert to 
opportunities and make their 
own breaks. Students in years 
to come must not be lulled in-
to the Jalse sense of security of 
having a .Placement Office on 
hand to find . them employ-
ment. Given the market condi-
tions, especially in Western 
· 
New York, students must 
become aware of untapped 
job possibilities. Only by ac­
tively working the job market 
can a student expect to really 
find out what lies ahead as far 
as employment is concerned, 
Although Al_an Carrel, 
Audrey, Chris Moon and the 
rest of the ·Placement staff can 
do much to help a -law student 
secure a job, the burden is on 
the ~tudent to employ Place­
ment's constructive advice as 
a tool to further "track down 
employment. Those students 
without heavyweight creden­
tials must, ·in most cases, work 
somewhat harder. 
What it- ·comes down to is 
the fact that no one is 
guaranteed employment simp­
-ly because they weather out 
three years of graduate study 
' in law. The profession has 
allowed itself to become 
bloated with practitioners in a 
way unsurpassed by any other 
comparative occupation. Until 
some sort of limitation is devis­
ed, the situation is bound to 
degenerate. It is for this reason 
that' students in years to come 
must alter their employment­
seeking strategy from that us­
ed by their prodecessors. This 
alteration may take place in 
many ways including 
specialization of study, chang-
ing geographic target areas 
and fully investigating non­
traditional jobs for those with 
a traditional legal educ;_ation. 
It. is only by this realistic 
viewthat future classes will be 
able to forego the employment 
bottleneck as it now exists. ­
After all, it does- take 
something away from your 
stint here to be accosted by 
the fact that possibly seven 
. out of ten students receiving 
their Juris Doctor degrees on 
Graduation Day will walk 
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Tenured faculty members should re-assess their criteria 
for extending tenure to colleagues. Too much emphasis 
has been placed on a professor's capacity to publish, and 
not enough on his or her ability to teach. . · 
Teaching ability and scholarship are not necessarir'y 
mutually exclusive, but when a candidate demonstrates 
the two to. be exclu~ive,.. t .he sc~o!ar m·ust ung_ue~tion~bly 
be denied tenure. Such scholars should no lo,:1ger be 
allowed to hide· behind the facade of tenured professor-
ships. · 
Bliss Cartwright should unequivocally be denied tenure 
at this law school. Opinion has, in the past, not sought to 
editorialize' tenure matters properly before the faculty, 
but never has_ this paper felt so strongly about a candidate 
being so totally void of any teaching ability in the area of 
law. Cartwright's lack of substantive knowledge of the law 
and his ·inability to achieve leadership status .in the 
classroom have caused many students· to lose respect for 
him and avoid his courses. 
Dean Headrick must cautiously scrutinize the employ~ 
ment of his "Butfalo Model." Quality and compatibility 
with law courses and faculty, if the Buffalo Model is to 
mean anything, must be a factor in bringing other 
disciplines into our present curriculum. We firmly believe 
· that neither our law curriculum nor our fanHty would be 
enhanced by Cartwright's continued presence at this law 
school. 
Student Evaruations soughtin 
Cartwright Tenure Decision 
mittee will decide whether Pro-To the Editor: 
fessor Cartwright will be 
recommended for ·tenure andOpen letter to students who 
promotion to full professor.have faken Professor Bliss 
Your letter; which can in-Cartwright's Courses. 
1 elude comments about hisFollowing the usual custom 
of the Promotion and Tenure teaching effectivenss, his 
Committee, may I request that scholarship or his interper-
you take part in the evaluation sonal relations with students, 
of · Associate~ Professor Bliss should be delivered to Linda 
Cartwright's professional Mudd, Room 312 O'Brian Hall 
status. Professor Cartwright no later than April 15, 1981. 
will be reviewed by the Promo­ Your letter will become part of 
tion and Tenure Committee a larger packet of materials 
later this semester. The Com- which will · permit a fair ap-
praisal of Mr. Cartwright's pro- . 
fessional progress. The letter 
will be .kept in strict con­
fidence . It should be addressed 
to Professor TJiorne McCarty. 
May I thank you in advance 
for your . kind and \houghtful _· 
response. 
If fdu have any quest~ons 'or , 
concerns, please feel free to 
call me at 636-2060. 
Allan L. Canfield 
Assistant' Dean 
for Student Affairs 
Thanks to Revue Participants 
To the Editor: 
On behalf of those who at-
tended and enjoyed the 1981 
·Buffalo Law Revue Show at 
Wilkeson Pub on March 27, I 
would like to thank the follow-
ing people: 
Leslie Wolffe fqr her produc-
· tion; 
Joe Peperone, Chris Trapp 
and Terri Rhill for M .C'ing; 
Aaron Chambers for musical 
direction; · 
Karen Russ for the use of her 
sound equipment; 
Dale Clark, Joe Ruh and Jon 
Malamud·for dealing with the · 
recalcitrant lights; ' 
Doug Johnston, Tom Gick, 
. Pat Jayne, Mark Berkovits and 
all the others who checked at 
the doors; 
Wilkeson Pub, its manage­
ment and- staff, for accom-
niodating us; 
The SBA Social and Athletic 
Committee for paying for the 
production and beer; 
The Library AV Staff for tap-
-ing the show for posterity; 
The Faculty and Staff of the 
Law School who attended and 
participated; ·and, especially, 
All performers, . who gave 
their time, effort and talents in 
order to entertain us. 
I would, however, like to 
take exception to some of the 
comedy sketches that took 
place. The Law Revue Show 
was created to showcase the 
considerable talents that exist 
in the Law School. In the spirit 
of the First Amendment, the 
producers have never attemp-
ted to censor the Show in ad- · 
vance. 
The purpose o.f the Show is 
to spoof our common ex­
perience in Law School and 
la'ugh at the problems we've all 
had. 'There is absolutely no 
need to . use insult, lewd sug­
gestion and sexist humor to ac­
complish this. Not surprisingly, 
the· majority. of the comedy 
acts did not stoop to such 
tasteless behavior to fry to 
generate laughs. 
I hope that in future Shows 
those who were unable to· exer­
cise sufficien·t s~lf-.censorship . 
in the 1981 Show will realize 
that comedy can be funny 
without being offensive. 
Cheers! 
' Nancy Caple 
·President's Corner 
SBA: Budget to be Applauded , 
_., 
:;4t 
by Bill ,Altreuter 
The SBA budgetary process, 
traditionally a debacle, pro­
mises this year to .produce a 
budget that is fair, carefully 
worked out, and reasonable. 
With any luck, in fact, we may 
be able · to approv~ it in 
OPINION ELECTIONS. 
~ THURSDAY, APRIL 9 
3:30 p.m. 623 ·o'Brian 
Any law student can nominate him/herself for any of the following.. -.pos1t1ons: 
* Editor-in.Chief * Feature Editor 
* Managing Editor * Photo Editor 
, * News Editor• * Business Manager 
New Editorial Board will assume resl)Qnsihilities .for the . 
last issue (April 23) of Opinion. · · ·. · : · ..._ · •·~ , · 
. ', .I J ' .. ,. • , ... . ' ~ .• ( , , '. 
some-thing· less than · the based on a $5.00 fee raise. 
endless hours of meetings Vie·wed in this light, r believe 
which permanently scared the that the cuts made in the in-
1ives of so many, and sot,1red dividual organizations' 
the reputation of the' S~A budgets are 'extremely 
among the qrganizations reasonable. 
which either didn't get what This triumph df reason in the 
lhey wanted last . year, or budgetary pro-cess is due to the 
couldn't get it this year. efforts of '· the SBA Budget 
Some history is probably ap- Committee, ul)der the direc­
pro·pri ate at _ this point-· tion of Joe Ruh. Some credit is 
Because almost no organiza-
tion ev.er spent its entire SBA 
budget line, it was popularly 
assumed a huge "surplus" was 
simf)ly carried over from ' year 
to year. This fabled surplus 
was variously estimated at 
su·ms ranging from $10,000 to 
$20,000, out for accounting 
reasons which remain obscure 
to me, no accurate fix was ever. 
made. - For this reason, k was 
difficult to figure out how to 
spend the thing, ideological 
notions on how best to 
squander cash ·aside. 
"Squander" is precisely the 
correct word in this context, 
· because what . ultimately 
became of this r:iebµlous 
treasure ,trove was as follows: 
Over the course of several 
meeting_s, totaling perhaps 12 
hours, the1.SBA parceled out 
cash like some updated ver-
sion of the bklahoma Land 
. Rush. Pr.inted . below _is this 
.year'~ budget, alonii with ' the 
figures from last year's budget. 
l:he t_~tals ~re. what's si~'nifi-
. \a1Jt: ·th,~ ,year's' total f!'eflec'ts 
_th~ ,SB~), income ~or hext' year 
. . , .. . , 
due, as an aside, to our former 
treasurer, Marc G,uiz, who was 
responsible for 'assembling the 
Finance Comm-ittee back in the 
beginning of the year. The 
Committee met with the heads · 
of the various organizations, 
reviewed with them their 
l:5udgets, and then met to put 
together a coherent whole. 
The new budget allows the 
SBA greater flexibility than we 
had .this year by budgeting a 
reasonable amount . in our 
discretionary fund. The new 
budget will allow next yea'r's 
Board •to award the groups 
which are the most' activ_e, and 
give promising new groups 
money · with · which to get 
started. This places the em­
·phasis on organizations having 
visible activiti~s in order to 
qualify for ,further fJJnding, 
rather than simply giving .out 
cash and ericouraging people 
to spend it hand over fist. 
Fiscal ' ·tesp·onsibilit-y · has 
I politica'I' overtone& which 
make rrie uhcoinfdrtable, but it 
is a policy We aO ~re going to 
ha~e td 'live with,. •. 
,. , •) . '1.n'v,: ,; 
I 
·c/eo a-Fixture' atLawSchoo/: 
She·· celeDrates 21st.JYear 
by Edward M. Sinker joyed working for all of them." Cleo met her husband at Ar­. ' 
Cleo's real nall)e is actually thur Murray's after he had got­
A "fixture" to a law student Harriet, but she. is fondly call­ ten out of the Korean War. He 
is a chattel so annexed to real­ ed · Cleo because Harriet, in .was then, himself, an instructor 
ty that it :legally is\ regarded as Creek, sounds much like Cleo. there. He is presently ~ local 
part of the. realty. A- "fixture" "I love rriy heritag~," admit­ .architect. Both have been hap.: 
to UB law School, however, is ted Cleo, "afld I alway~ enjoy pily married for over 16 years. 
a gentle and warm woman ·meeting Creek law students." Cleo likes to spend her spare 
named Harriet "Cleo" Jubulis. Both of Cleo's parents were time enjoying the theatre, dan­
., Cleo has served as Dean' born in Constantinople and cing and art. She has spent 
Thomas Headrick's ' secretary Cleo boasts pf her 82-year-old vacations seeking out Creek 
since Headrick arrived here in mother's rice pudding as being areas in differe.nt cities. • 
·1976, She started working · at the best around. One would think a Dean's 
the law school ·21 years ago Cleo, a Buffalo ·native, secretary woul~ have enough ' 
when ·she ·responded to a grad1.1ated from, Benn'ett High responsibilities on her mind so 
newspaper advertisement. Scfiool and always wanted to as to preclude a good memory, 
. "I w~s _interviewed by the be a dancer - n9t a secretary! but, with Cleo, on the con­ photo by Lee Berger
registrar," 'she beamed, "and • "I t<:>ok ·. ' dancing lessons," trary! First-year students are Harriet "Cleo" Jubulis at work in the Dean's office. -
got the job the next day." said Cleo, "since I was three astonishe·d when ·she greets 
Since 1959.-'- and prior to years old - when my· parents them by name in the halls after 41 
Headrick's arrival, .Cleo has ·saw talent and .wanted to ex­ having seen them only once in modations . .." Naturally, I was Like clockwork, as she has 
worked for Deans Hyman, plore it." the Dean'~ office. flabbergasted! done for the past 21 years, 
Hawkland, and Schwartz. After Responding to an ad in a "There's really no secret," "I rec,1lly enjoy workJng Cleo will start work at 8 sharp 
having worked for four de.ahs, local newspaper, Cleo applied she.explained, "in my ability to around law students," con­ tomorrow -morning - a half 
, does Cleo ,have a fav.orite? for a position at Arthur remember names. I just think tinued Cleo adding, "and I hour before most secretaries at 
"Asking me what dean I Jyluray's Dance S,tudio and was it's. important to remember can't ever remem.,ber any the law school. She can be ex- . 
liked best," smiled Cleo, "is hired as a dance instructor. It names and detail-s.. . like that hassles. My only c·omplaint is pecteq to be as amiable and 
like asking a mother her later became her responsibili­ summer before you started law that I wish I could be more ex­ charming as she is 
favorite .child! Each dean has a ty, fo,r 10 years, to train the school and- were in the Dean's posed to law students than I helpful. .. and if that's not a 
different style, but I've en- dancing instructors. office seeking campus accom- already am." fixture,, what is? 
Are· ·uB ~freshmen Enjoying,Bliss·in Cartwright's Course? 
- cont'd. from page one . class ended w·1th ma.ny change, he sa1·d, has been a h · ht t · b t ·t · t b · k d f ·t t e rig ques ions a ou 1 - questions mus e as e o 1 . 
ded were that it required a - students visably ups.et at what · movement toward an ideal - otherwise you would have to Cartwright said a lawyer 
statistical and mathematical had taken place. . not .a result in itself. Courses take an expert's t~stimony on should be able, without ad­
backgroundwhich many of the Following the . class, I spoke sach ' as the Legal' Institutions faith .-" vanced training, to get at these 
students lacked, and tha~he with Dean Headrick, and voic- course, the Dean said, are all As for the- problems others issues, and see if the studies he 
· students saw no relevance in .e~.to ~im th~ ~ompl~i~t~. I had , ~teps in the right.direction, but h_aq .. encoun~e~ed. .with . th~ .or she may see in a brief or .in 
the course to their education heard, as ·well as my opinion of . c·an and will be' improved. · course and the philosophy . evidence come up to the rough 
in the law. Other students how the dass had been con- Summing up, the Dean behind it, one student thought state of the art standards. Then 
thought the course was poorly . duded. The D~an fook note of, stated emphatically, "People Cartwright's main problem the " lawyer would be better 
taught1by Profe~sor Cartwright, these comments, an_d then •. wo1;1J,d . be . guine~, >p\g~ if we sometimes was he tended to able to ascertain what type of 
who, th'7Y said, didn't explain 9c1ve his views. of thl!-' course co,ntinue to educate· them in over explain himseif. Another expert witnesses were 
,the statistical· portions,, of..the _ and why it was bj:!ing, taught. the• ways of 'the . past. ifl !he said it was· a tactical mistake •necessary to their case and 
materials clearly, and misread The Dean said it is important world of the future - that to call the course an experi- what should be asl'<ed of them. 
the bask legal theories in- students realize that t_he things would be slaughter!" ment - the relevancy of such Cartwright admitted the 
herent in the studies. important to them . as lawyers Some other students in Cart- a class should have been course was placed in his lap in 
- •Jhe first class I attended ar~ 'not all fou.nd in cases, wright's class tended to agree shown in the beginning - a early December after Pro­
definately bore out 'some of , statutes, and their analysis - with what the Deari had said. relevancy this student said was fessor Schlegel had other com­
those complaints. The study which tend to be the focus of While they admitted cJrt- there. "Good standard lawyers mitments, and said the lack of 
being reviewed in the class in- the basic first year courses. w_right may have limitations as are a dime a dozen," he· said. "I prepc,1ration time forced him to 
volved how different factors in · Institutions, and the roles of a teacher, they liked the give credit to the school for use the coursebook he was us· 
deterrence and sentencing af- lawyers, judges, and organiza- course in general and thought making innovative· curriculum ing, which, he said, included 
fected the crime rate. Combin- tions, the Dean continued, are it to be a welcome addition to changes - people will be bet- some badly written studies. 
ing these factors in various alsp imp6rtant, as well as the the curriculum. One stated it ter lawyers for it." But he did no.t think the course 
ways produced correlations. · legal processes used to arrive was very difficult to know as a Finally, I spoke to Cart- involved more statistics than 
These correlations were then at these decisions and the way student · what you need to wright himself, about tile would be taught in the first day 
• analyzed in the study to deter- those processes affect'"law". ,know as a professional - and above comments. He basically of an undergraduate statistics 
mine which of the various fac- . Headrick said future lawyers said he had seen the use of repeated the Dean's explana- course. 
tors were significant i,ilone or, have t~ understand these pro- more an~ more social science tion of why the course was be- Cartwright said the class 
together. cesses - or they will not be data in briefs . Another thought ing given - saying the course would not be given next year, 
The clas.s clearly began ' the . able to function in the .Legal the ce>urse was necessary sought to demystify statistics but a seminar is in the works if 
discussion 'confused with the world of the future . As tp the because "You hav.e to know - to discover how inforina- good raw material in appellate · 
assigned study, and the mean- argument that the class may how data is put together to ask tion ·is generated, and what briefs •can be found . 
ings of .the symbols , and ~for- ·be steeped toO "!"UCh in .------·- · -------------'---------'------------. 
mu las used to arrive .at the cor- statistics - Dean Headrick ad­ Commentaryrelations in question. Many mitted that law students 
questions were askec! of Cart- without a train\ng in math are 
wright to try and clarify these in for a rude shock - sirice the UB Curriculum Has to be Proven 
symbols but his answers ten- · law -increasingly involves math 
by Joe Peperone to the raw school courses for the curriculum, ded to 'ramble, and he dr~w ~nd statistks - especially ~in 
and persuade the best legalthemsel'fes. 
The Law School's goal to minds they can get, to teach 
more formulas on the board to the area of environmental law. 
show how th'e · symbols and "I don:t quarrel if Cartwright No one wil(argue against 
them. be innovative . and teach·numbers were arrived at, fur- wants more statistics,". the change if the change can be
students what will be impor­ Guessing what courses the 
dass never really got to what ,w·orry al:>out inadequate 
ther colffusing the" class. The Dean exclaimed, . "but I do 
tant to their legal careers in proven relevant and first year students will be· 
the future is a commendable necessary. While · the Law forced to take next year is atlte article actually meant, or preparation of our stypents in 
one. What is not commen­ School can show change is fine game - but a siak one. what the numbers proved or statistics and computer 
dable is how it has been car­ necessary - they have not The ones playing it won 't bedisproved. Instead of ignoring science." The · Dean said he 
the ' formulas and d_iscussing would ·. recommend law ried out. Courses have been . proved what new courses aff.ected. But the men and 
thrown together at the last taught to date have been women who send in their 
minute. Different students relevant either to a signifi­ money and decide to attend
the results, Cartwright mud- students take these courses ,in 
died in unnecessary statistical . the future while in law sch(!ol. 
receive different doses of cant group in the faculty or the Buffalo Law School nexttheory - losing the class in the As to the student complatnts 
what .is decreed important. to the students. The burden year don't even get to play. process. that they are guinea pigs in the 
Finally, some students with school's great experiment, . t~e Certain students are told of proof is on the Law They are the ones who run 
backgrounds . in , math and Dean made some point~ com­ they are being expe,Jm,ent~ School administration to the risk of being placed in 
with. And those experimen­ show they can put together a J unproven courses, t~1,1ght bystatistics stood up and address- ' ~ents. He said the . school's 
tal courses are taught by pro­ package of relevant, in­ unproven professors,. for un-ed the -<:lass thems.elves; at- curr.icul':'m is now beina chang­
fessors who are experimental novative and ~ecessary proven goals. · temptlna to explain what Cart-. ed in the direction lei11I ed~ca­
wriaht was •tryina to •say. T.he tion should be golna. Every r 
J\,pril 9, 1981 Opinion Page three 
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OQClinical Instructor Seipp Will ... 
>­





by Joyce E. Funda 
Gerald ·p_ Seipp, clinical in­
structor and law lecturer for 
the Lawyer-Clinic Program, will 
be leaving his position at the 
end of the spring semester. 
Although his future plans are 
uncertain, Seipp indicated he 
. wpuld be attracted to legal ser­
vices litigation, an area· he was 
involved with for five years 
before coming to UB. . 
Seipp has been an instructor 
in the Legal Assistance Pro­
gram, also known as the 
Lawyer-Client Clinic, ·for four 
years. Under Seipp's supervi-
sion, third year students in the 
program counsel actual clif!nts 
in various contexts, pro~iding 
valuable experience to the 
students and legal services to 
the needy. Additionally, Seipp 
recently offered a se·minar in 
Welfare Law. 
When asked why he was 
leaving, Seipp noted that the 
instructor/lecturer line is a 
non-tenure position and that it 
is "time·to move on." He was 
quick to emphasize t~at he 
considers the Clinic Program 
-c:the clients receiving legal ser- · Q. 
vices . He also pointed out that 
the Clinic is involved in the 
litigation of significant iss~es 
such as education and mental 
health . His point was ii­
lustrated by reference to an ar­
tide which appeared in the 
Buffalo Evening · News on Gerald P. Seipp, clinical instructor and lecturer for the 
March 29, 1981 highlighting Lawyer-Clinic Program, reposes in his office. 
the Clinic's involvement on 
behalf o{ Buffalo parents and would only Sl!Y they were 
teachers in an effort to obtain uncertain . Half-smiling, 
appropriate instruction for however, he said just maybe he 
handicapped children. would open a bicycle shop. 
In response to inquiries The Clinic Program will cer­
to be valuable, especially to · about his future plans, Seipp tainly miss Gerald -5eipp's 
Muge/ TqX Compe'tition Is ·Again~ a Success 
The Moot Court Board 
hosted the eighth annual 
Albert R. Mugel Moot Court 
Tax Competition on March 20 
and 21 . This year twenty-seven 
teams competed from nine­
teen law schools throughout 
the northeast, midwest and 
south. The problem, written by 
Professor Kenneth Joyce, dealt 
with the tax treatment given to 
a settlement received by a 
male associate attorney for a 
claim of sexual harrassment by 
a femal~ partner. 
The respondent team from 
Suffolk University of Boston 
won in the fina_l round over the 
photo by Lee B~rger . 
Professor Kenneth Joyce wrote· this year's Mugel Moot Court 
Tax Competition problem.• · j 
respondent team from "the 
University of Cincinnati . The 
team from the University of 
Maine won the Best Brief 
Award. Michael Costa of New 
York Law School won the Best 
Oral Advocate A'ward. Bllffalo 
was represented by third year 
students Bob Potenza and 
John Harras who won both 
their pre I iminary. oral rounds . 
Judge Louis Spector, a Trial 
Judge on the United States 
Court of Claims and a UB 
alumnus, presided · over the 
final round with Stephen 
Miller, Deputy General 
Counsel of the IRS in 
Washington, D.C., John White, 
District Counsel of the IRS in 
Buf_falo and of course, Pro­
fessor Mugel, a local _ practi-
, I P AD Fraternity Welcomes New Members ; 
by Ron Winter 
Phi Alpha Delta Law Frater­
nity is extending a cordial in­
vitation to the law students 
and faculty of this school to 
join our organization when it 
inducts new members, in­
cluding Professor Ken Joyce 
and State Supreme Court 
Judge Joseph Mattina, later 
this month. PAD offers its 
members, both students and 
alumni, a chance to develop 
professional ties not available 
to the legal community at 
large. This bond of frater­
nalism, which is Phi Alpha 
Delta, is the essence of the 
ideals which the Fraternity 
;trives to foster. 
What does the Fraternity do 
and what does the student get 
for his thirty-five dollars? 
Members get nothing out of 
PAD unless they get involved. 
They get back only as much as 
they put into it. The rewards 
are there if _you seek them . · 
PAD's seventy members have 
many and varied reasons for 
joining. · For some, it is a 
method of making new friends; 
for others-, an outlet from the 
daily grind of law school. Still 
others use PAD as nothing 
more than a line on their 
resume. In any event, PAD has 
something for everyone. 
Generally, PAD serves the. 
student, the law sc;:hool , and 
the legal profession. We are a 
professional organization of 
90,000 members- world-wide, 
divided .into nearly 200 law 
school and alumni chapters . 
Members include some of the 
world's most prominent jurists, 
lawyers, .and government 
leaders, _pas.t and present. 
Locally, the Alden Chapter· 
at UB Law School sponsors a 
semesterly used-book sale_and 
bloodmobile. It also sponsors 
prominent members of the 
local bar as guest speake~s. 
and promotes business 
associations between students -
and practicing attorneys . 
On a lighter note, PAD spon-
sors social activities such as its 
recent Mardi Gras Party and 
upcoming end of the semester 
bash. Next week starts our· 
Jellybean Contest, a-welcomed 
escape from the rigors of law 
school life. 
If yQu would like to know 
more about Phi Alpha Delta 
Law Fraternity, stop ·by our of-
fa ce (room 506) or ask one of 
our members . We will be 'in-
itiating new members on April 
14th, so act now. 
Library Will Highlight Looseleaf Services. Today· ~,~~;t:~~~~~i:;r~=i~~
effectively cany out our objec­
by Gemma DeVinney tions and rulings, statutes, and 
Reference Librarian court decisions on ' a single 
area of the law such as en­
The Law Library will be of­
fering instruc'tion on the use of 
looseleaf services today, April 
9, from 12-3 p.m. in the• 
Library's newly-instituted 
Looseleaf Room (Room 223, 
formerly called the Attorneys' 
Room). Looseleaf ·services are 
excellent, but frequently 
underutilized, research tools 
that provide quick and easy a·c­
cess to administrative regt.ila-
v.ironmental law, family law, 
labor law, taxati'op, etc . 
Because of their looseleaf for­
mat these.services are updated 
as often as once a week to 
keep students, scholars and 
practitioners abreast of rapidly 
changing and il'T)portant a.reas 
of law. In addition, many 
looseleaf services .provide 
editorial explanations and 
commentary, as well as current 
awareness notices, such as 
news of proposed legislation 
and pending agency decisions. 
Marcia Zubrow, Head 
"Reference Librarian, will 
discuss the organization and 
effective use of · Commerce 
Clearing House (CCH) and 
Bureau of National Affairs 
(BNA) looseleaf services in to­
day's session that is open to all 
interested students and facul­
ty . Those with scheduling con•· 
flicts who cannot attend to­
di!y's class ar~ encouraged to 
This issue, my last as Editdr-in..Chief, is dedtcated to 
. my grandfather, George Bonamassa, 
whom l pray will be here to enjoy_ it. 
- 'Edward M. Sinker 
1 
tioner and UB alumnus for · 
whom the competition is nam­
ed . Many Buffalo law students 
took advantage of the Mugel 
to observe top oral advocates 
from throughout the country. 
Following the final round, an 
awards , dinner was held, 
highlighted by a Glenn Pincus 
ballad based on the problem. 
The Moot Court Board is 
proud to be able to host thi~ 
event which draws attention to 
the law school by students and 
f.acu lty from school's 
throughout the country. The 
Board received many. com­
plements for the smoothness_in­
which the competition was run 
and fr~endliness of the Board 
members and students here at 
the law school. 
Drutman ,nd Cindy Kanterman 
as Executive Secretaries. 
Also discussed at \he 
' · organizational meeting was 
the possibility of hostina next 
y·ear!s Jessup International 
talent and enthusiasm, but 
best .wishes are extended by 
the law school community for 
his future success. whether in 
the legal field or bicycle 
business. 
ITALSA.Makes 
'an Offer You 
Can't Refuse 
by Steve Gabor 
A petition for the recognt­
tion of a new organization call­
ed the Italian American Law 
Student Association, ITALSA, 
has been submitted to the Stu­
dent Bar Association by Rocky 
D' Aloisio. The main ·objective. 
of the organization is to "in-' 
crease · student rapport with 
the prac icing attorneys- in"the 
Buff_alo area by coordinating 
activities with local lawyers of 
ltal"ian descent." -
The principal means by 
whie::h D' Aloisio has proposed­
to_accomplish the goals of the 
organization. is -to invite prac­
ticing ~ttorneys of Italian des­
. cent to address the group. One 
outlined topic .for discussion is 
"past discrimination - against 
Italians in-the field of law and 
what, if any discriminatio•n an 
Italian law student can expect 
to face when he goes into prac-
tice." . 
- Th~ group also expects to 
sponsor activities where non­
law · related issues of Italian 
heritage will-be presented and 
dis•cussed to incre~se • the 
members' awareness and pride 
in their · heritage~ D' Aloiso 
claims· "the history and 
development of Italian culture 
is not well understood Jn this 
country, and this organization 
will hopefully provicJe an o~ 
po~tunity for law students of 
our school to learn more about 
this history." · 
In his letter to the SBA. 
leave thei_r names at the . lives." The organit"ation is 
Reference Desk so additional open to all law students 
classes can be schedured. regardles_s of ethn-ic origin. . 
/LS Elects a New Board; - .. 
ue~n?e!:2!!:aRaw~~~nL~ §L~t~Compe:ition 
ty has elected its executive 
board f'?r the upcoming school 
year. Ralph W. Peters - was 
chosen as the new president. 
Serving under him will be 
R_obert Schultz as Treasurer, 
Boris ,Palant a_!ld Ellen Sinclair 
as Vice-Presidents, and Dana 
and publishing - -:an ln~rna: 
tional Law Journal. 
On the immediate agenda of 
· the ltS are the upcoming lee­
lures by R. Michael Gadbaw­
and Arthur Gellman . .The two 
men will speak on April 13 in 
Room 108 at 3:-30. Gadbow is 
an ·authority on ~ntemalional 
trade law, while Gellman is an 
acknow_ledaed expert in the 
·field of immiaration law, 
followina their presentations. 
wine and 'theese will be serv-
ed, . 
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-solo Practitioner Claims S'econd-CircuitCover-up 
. by. Robert .Siegel Textile and Rudd Plastics tion, to the exclu$ion of the from the public view by long advise if needed. 
Cries of "fix" and ·"Nixonian 
cover:up" are echoing· in the' 
chambers ofthe U.S. Bankrupt­
·cy Court.a'nd in the Second Cir­
cuit Court of Appeals., 
It an began with what 
should have been a routine 
legal matter. David Sbuffman, 
· a thirty-three year old solo 
praditiorier from New York Ci­
ty's Eastside, tried to. win, for 
his widowed - mother, $80,000 
claimed 'due on a finder's fee 
contract. Things, howev~r, did 
entered into a. new contract. 
This n~w agreement, however, 
eliminated Oscar Shuffman's 
right , to a finder's fee . Oscar' 
Shuffman died in 1975. 
David Shuffman .entered 
U.S. Bank-ruptcy Judge ·Roy 
Babitt's courtroom for the first 
time in June of 1977 expecting 
.to receive a calendar date for a · 
later hearing on the merifs. 
Babitt however decided to 
hold an immediate hearing on 
the merits · thereby not giving 




not 1'un as smoothly as ex-
pected, and ·Shuffman is now 
facing disbarment for verbally 
assaulting the , fe~eral court 
system in general, and his op-
posing counsel, ~~e powerful 
Wall Street firm of Weil, Got-
shat & Manges in particular. 
"There is a fix and cover-up 
takiog place·in the U.S. rnstrict 
Courthou~e · : . ·: which' has 
. rer ched such ·pro·portroris as to 
deserve being ~al,le~ /l ju~icial 
Watergate',;-Shuffman charged 
in a Westchester newspaper. 
Indeed, Shuffman is. ·of the 
belief · that the Court of Ap--
peals of the Second Circuit _is 
also involved in ass0rtted 
skulduggery and ·corr~tion. 
Shuffman, who has aptly 
been labeled' "the Frank Ser-
pico of the -Fed!,!ral Courts", 
for the ,sale of vinyl. As part of 
the negotiations, Oscar Shuff-
man was to receive a commis-
sio11 on all the vinyl delivered. 
. In June, 1973, Hartford Tex-
tiles was forced to- declare 
bankruptty. They filed for a 
Chapter Xl. proceeding, ,Weil, 
Gotshal & Manges as counsel. 
This is where the ir-
regularities .young Shuffman 
term , "fix" be_gin. Although 
there were four law ·suits 'pen-
ding· at that time against Hart-
ford and. ·its · President, Robert 
I{ Magid, ior .fraud, waste, an~ 
mismanagement, these · law 
suits were not mentioned on 
the b·ankruptc'y· petition . 
Federal bankruptcy · law 
demands absolute disclosure 
of a corporation's finances _jo( 
the protectiorlol all the parties 
involved. . · ' 
Two weeks later Hartford 
employ discovery techniques 
to obtain information. Judge 
Babitt ruled that the new con-
tract was valid and legitimate, 
and that under the new con-
tract the older Shuffma~ was 
not entitled to compensation. 
Thus, Oscar Shuffmari's' widow 
was· only entitled to the com-
mission on goods delivered 
before the trling of .the 
bankruptcy petition (before 
the new contract); .the sum be-
ing slightly over $1 ,000. Accor-
ding to Judge Babitt, "th~re 
w,a$ nq pQt t petit,ion agree-
ment between claimant (Shuff-
man) and the debtor (Hartford), 
and there can not be a priority 
.other party, an.d this com­
munication led to . the prior 
judgement._ Surely the ap­
pearance. of impropriety- here 
is overwhelming. Attorney 
Shuffman charges the 
Bankruptcy Judge with making 
an- "accommodation" to the 
powerful of Wall Street. -
Th!s ,is not the first time 
Judge Babitt has been charged 
. with acts of impropriety on the 
bench. In 1978, Babitt handled 
the bankruptcy of D.H. Over­
myer Co., a national 
war~house chain. Babitt's 
brot"er;s accounting firm ·was · 
picked to be in _c.harge of the 
. company audit resulting in 
. what some felt were thousands 
of patronage dollars being 
paid. While Judge Babitt was 
cleared of all charges after~an 
investigation at the hands of 
the _federal judiciary, he was 
repr.imanded for "using bad 
judgement" . It should be 
pointed out the firm of Weil, 
Gotshal & Manges was involv­
ed in the Overmyer case, 
representing the First National 
Bank of Boston, the company's 
primary creditor. 
The Southern· District Court 
of New York affirmed Babitt's­
rulir.g in the· Hartford case, 
though . noting that Hartford 
had acted "improperly" in the 
filing of - the Ch.apter XI 
reorganization petition. The 
U.S. Court of Appeals, Second 
Circuit, likewise affirmed. 
. Shufftnan· then · moved, in 
the Court of Appeals, for the 
appointment of a special pro­
secutor.toinvestigatethecase. 
in doing research for. his oral 
presentation, -Shuff man- found 
his motion denied in the Court 
record before he was ever 
heard! What happened to the 
due process all of us are~entitl­
ed to? . 
Be it temerity, or hutzpah, 
claim arising from a contrac-, the persistance of· young At-
tual position without a con-
tract." 
David Shuffman then moved 
has been fighting the fed~ral , to amend the findings and was 
judiciary for over. three years granted a rehearing . . At tre 
now, with little success -to rehearing, 'Judge Babitt chang-
show for his trme and tcouble-. ed his mind and ruled that an 
In · 1971, Oscar Shuffm<lJl, agreement had been ·struck 
the father of our Eastside · at-· between Shuff.man -senior and 
tqrney, acted as a middleman Hartford ior payment of a 
lo a sales agreement between· finder's fee. after the execution 
Hartford Textile, Inc ., a of the new Hartford/Rudd con-
manufacturer .of housewares, tract. According :to Babitt, 
and Rudd ·Plastic, Fabrics, Inc . . Hartford therefore owed ~huff-
man's widow the grand .sum· of 
$3,300. (Still way less than the 
$80,000,being requested.) 
For Judge Babitt to come up 
with this second finding, he 
had to reverse his prior deci-
sion; his decision that "no. post-
pefit_ion agreement" existed. 
So one must ask •from where 
the $3,300 plus amount was 
derived, this figure being for-
mutated without any i.n-court 
torney Shuffman ·.has forced 
the federal judiciary to resort 
to an endless list of sancti<:ms. 
Bankruptcy Judge Babitt fined 
. Shuffma-n for · contempt of 
court. And because Shuffman 
refused to change his tune, the 
judges of the Second Circl!it 
ruled "in bane" to begin 
disbarment proceedings 
against Shuffman. Attorney 
-Shuffman has moved for 
disbarmenr of atto(neys from 
Weil, Gotshal & Manges. 
The petition for disbarment 
of ~huffman by the powerful 
_ and prestigious Wall Street 
firm doesn't mention the initial 
fraudulent · bankruptcy peti­
tion, nor the covert agreement 
reached between judge and 
litigant prior to the second 
hearing. Nor does the p_etition 
address the abuse and harrass­
ment Attorney Shuffman 
claims to haye received from a 
discussions involving Attorney .' federa] District and Circuit 
Shuffman. Since Judge Babitt Court, or the improprieties he 
inffiated the discussion·_ of the claims ~hey have perpetrated 
newly · found post-petition in the name of justice. 
agreement, it must be assumed The firm_ of Weil, Gotshal & 
·that sometime between the Ma.(lges charges Shuffman 
first and second 'he~ring Jud_ge with ,defamation, and with in­
Babitt had entered into private terference with the disposition 
communications with at- of a case through repititious 
torneys from Weil, Gotshal _& motions an~ appeals. These, 
Manges. 'rhus, Judge Bab1tt however, are merely the af­
ent"tred into discussions· with fects , o_f -Wall Street • and 
one party involved in the litiga• judiciat 'rtiisconduct ,hidden 
black robes. 
In addition, Shuffman' s 
ailegations have been brought 
to the attention of the U.S. at-
torney for the Southern 
District of New York. The U.5:-
Attorney's Office, however, is 
.quietly biding time and has 
not, as of yet, taken any con-
structive action. · 
Attorney Shuffman has filed 
formal charges of i_udicial 
misconduct with the Judiciary 
Committees .of the House of 
Representatives and of the 
Senate. They responded in 
bureaucratic fashion, telling 
Shuffman to address the pro-
blem to the local bar associa-
tion. -Seems like more run 
around. · · 
Attorney Shuffman now has 
a wealth of talent in his corner: 
- Former Attorney General 
Ramsey Clark and nis firm 
recently won arguments rever-
sing Judge Babitt's order 
holding Shuffman in contempt 
-and assessing monetary fines . 
_ G'lb rt S R th I th
1y ek St. t oBsen Aa • . e
New or a e ar ssoc1a-. C . . l f ht10n nmma1 awyer o t e y . ed th1979ear m _ '. ~rgu . _e ap-
pbeaDI_of _theJ idn1unBct~on issbued_ 
y is\nct u ge neant , arr-. th fT f . . h. 
mg rte I mg O pa~rs m is 
cou room. 
- Irving-. Anolik, the defense 
fawyer · who defended Bronx 
County Chairman Patrick Cun-
ningham against attack from 
·State Special· Prosecutor 
Maurice- Nadjari, has been 
enlisted to lead Shuffman's 
d~fense in the disbarment pro-
ceedings. · 
- Ephra.im Leibowitz, who 
regularly writes for the New 
. York Law Journal on Bankrupt-
cy pr~cti~e, is on hand to give 
With all this talent, however, 
Attorney David Shuffman still 
faces a·n uphill battle. The 
scales are .tipped against' him 
as ·the federal judiciary and a 
power of the business world 
team together to avoid 
disgrace. In reality, it's a ques- . 
tion of balance, or more cor­
rectly, the imbalance- existing 
in our judical system. "I have 
learned the hard ~Y over the 
last four years· that truth 
doesn't count for very much in 
a court of law, especially when 
you are a solo practitioner and 
your adver~aries are a large 
and politically well-connected 
law firm . I have also learned, 
. as a result of the pending 
disciplinary proceedings, wha!., 
happens when_ yo~ . da~e t~ 
speak out against m1ust1ce_s, 
said Shuffma:_n. . 
. To dete~mme whether th~re 
1s any mer-it to the substantive 
argu?1ents of Attorney Sh~ff­
mans case, _to. determine 
whether the District Court of 
the Court of Appeals of the Se-
cond Circuit covered up im-
. . d bproprieties perpetrate y a
k d dfedera I Ban ruptcy Ju ge, an 
to determine whether signed 
statements made by the W_all 
St t I f' of we·I Got-ree aw 1rm 1 , 
shal & Manges were blatantfy 
false, an indepth investigation 
of the entire record is needed. 
Acknowledging thi's, : Attorney 
Shuffman has waived any 
rights ' to confidentiality , he 
may hav!'!. Attorney Shuffman 
would like t~e entire scenario 
aired in a public hearing. Can 
the fede~al judiciary afford to 
allow this openness? Probably 
not, and this is why tire mutual 
disbarment proceedings in-
itiated two >t-ears ago are still 
pending. -
~---j ~L 
lan"ID ft~ aHJRr OJ' APHAUI 
· fOR TIIB SEOOIID CIRCUIT 
-----· 
IA re MVlD &. IBurnlNI, BSQ. 
-----------& 
A requaat havi119 been -■de by Weil, Gotahal, Nang••• 
by latter clAtecl January 29, 1979, that thia Court initiate 
cliaaipU.11&zy proceeclinga, purauant to Rule 46 (hi of the 
SIICOQcl c1a.:ou1t ...1e.,__aqain•t Davi4 It. &huffaan, laq., ancl 
; thi• a,,.n ~ •eonte having cleterai.,.;.s to con ■,iclar the 
appU.aat1- !!! bane, 
I 
U1GI cmtSIDBMTIOII IIBBIIIOJ', it i■ ordered that the 
-tter be ancl it hereby ia referrecl to th ■ ::--1ttH on 
A41li ■■1- ancl Grievance■ of thi ■ Court for inve ■ tigation 
' anc1 report pur■ uant to Local Rule 46 (hi • 
IT I8 PURTHIR ORDERED that the CoaaittH OC1 Aclai ■ -ion 
11M Grievancea ■ball fil■ it■ report pur■ uant to Rul ■ 46 (hl (4) 
within UO clay■ of the elate hereof, unle■- ■uch tia■ 1 ■ 
extenclad by further order of thi ■ Court. 
D■ tech Nudl 21, 1'Jt 
.· /1. . I -
..... 











nus MEETING OF TitE. LEGREE 
, ADM186MKI <XM.ilTEE WU. M'JII CCNE 
"R> ~- UE F"3T APPLICN<T I:.'> 
NICHOLAi · MOIW)l(IJ't'. MR- MOIIL(J<OV 18 A 
RUM1AN ...aGRANT, 6RAOOA1ED NlNflER 
CK f~ LENINGRAD ~TY, SC(»E) 
/\ "785"0N_ Hl8 I.MT, AND Wf\f, A 
STUa=NT LEADER T~OUT Hl3 
I.N)ERGRADU,l\lE CAREER. ALRKrHT, 
BltTZt<REG, WHAT~ Tl£ PR08LEM 
THIS TIME?r----------
IT \MJN'T VWJRK, BLITZKRIEG, TillS 
APPLICANT MANTAINEI> ~ 
D1631DENC£ WROOGffOf,JT FIVE YEN<S 
OF '30VIET LABOR CN/P.S. 
Commentary 
Moynihan's Mailings Present a Taxing Sitilati6ti 
by Marc Ganz 
The Neo-convervatives an-
noy me, ad nauseum. Our 
Senator, Harvard Professor 
Daniel Patrick Moynihan, is a 
perfect example. For his first 
few years in office, he never 
sent me a newsletter or offered 
' :,;ll'0grams that benefited the 
poor people of the state. In 
other words, he represented his 
friends. · 
l'here is a strong case to be 
made against the reele(:tion of 
our present senator. It centers 
on his lack of creativity and 
originality in coping with press-
ing problems of the era. His are 
ideas copied from Rockefellers 
and Rothchilds, and ate full of 
anti-popuJist principles and 
concepts. 
Let JJS examire Moynihan's 
last three .mailings to my ad-
dress, which incidentally were 
Pi!id for by the taxpayers. The 
first, in O<;tober 1980, is an ex-
. ' 
Contributions Still 
Being Accepted for 
The " Onion 
Opinion's 
Lampoon Issue 
·No Foolin'! ! 




Look for Th'e Onion 
•'· on April 23 
.... 1ix April~' 1981~ I 
amination qf the United States 
Senate S39 billion tax cut bill . 
He states that it "wilf benefit 
all New Yorkers." Moynihan's 
propagand·a sheet fails to 
recognize there are many per­
sons who. do not want the rich 
to get richer and · the· poor to 
get poorer. There are those' 
· who befieve in a progressive 
tax structure and few 
loopholes in the tax code. 
Moynihan voices his ap-
proval of the Senate bill which 
includes a rate reduction in all 
brackets; it includes a reduc­
tion in the lowest bracket from 
14 to 12% and in the highest 
bracket from 70 to 67%. H'e 
goes on to support a reduction 
in corporate tax r~tes, a. cut in 
the capital gains tax rate, an in­
crease in the charitable ·con-
tributions deduction and an 
accelerated · depreciat~on 
schedule .that will . help big 
businesses speed their travel­
ing schedules for the long trip 
The president of the New 
York State Bar Association has 
urged Congress to preserve 
funding for the Legal Services 
Corporation, in order to con­
tinue groviding the poor of this 
nation•· with a "meaningful 
mec.hanism for obtaining ac­
cess to justice." 
In testimony before th~ Sub­
committee on Courts, Civil 
Liberties and the Administra-
tt.on of Just.ice of the Hause 
Committee. on the Judiciary, 
Alexander D. Forger of New_ 
York City said the Reaaan ad-
ministration's proposal to 
eliminate all direct federal fun- ·.. 
ding for legal services prO: 
• grams "would represent a 
GRANTED, THE6E ARE tMPR&,00/E . 
Qtl,4\UFICATICJN3. BUT &FORE WE ·MN<f.. 
A AABl't' Jll[)(jMENT, I THNK IT E33ENl­
lAL THAT WE MK,• DOES ntlB APPLICAN 
HIM; THE '3TRENGTI\ THE FORTITLJDE, 
AND Tl£ STAMINA 'm 5URVIVE THE 
Rl&OR8 OF LIFE AT LEG-REE?" WILL 





CAN HE. FACE' TttE TOME:B OF REQUIRED 
READING, THE THUNDERIN& 1-tOOFBEAIB 
OF A THOUBAND. RACEHOR3E E~? 
I WNff 1D KJON ONE TlVN6: , WHEN .. 
HE 13 FACED WITH PH'151CAL C~ 
EMOT~L BREAKDCNt'N; AND INTELLEC- . 
1UAL DEOO\-ATICN, WILL HE HAVE TIIE 
sruNG-Jll ID LIFT I-IMBE.l..F CJ'F THE FLOOli', 





t<? Arizona. ~ , windfall p~ofits to wealthy in-
. Why' isn't' Moynihan out . 'vestors. . . . 
front arguing for tightening up 
indu.strial and municipal bond 
exemptions and closing off 
other loopholes in the Tax 
Code that only help a limited 
amount of peopl'e to the detri-
ment of.most Americans? 
A representative -of Ralph 
Nader's Tax Research · Group 
had mixed ·reactions about 
Moynihan. He said the Senator. 
Tax Research Groups' 
spokesperson · concluded .· by 
saying Moynihan "represents 
New York State and therefore 
represents Wall ,Street!' • ·. • 
I thought Buffalo ,was hun-
d~eds of mile.s from Wall 
Street? •Moynihan, seems.• f~r 
more concerned about tot-
porate affairs than about · 
hazardous·wastes in our drink-
was good in trying to .eliminate' ing water supply. For example, 
tax statutes where ordinary in-
com·e is converted to capital 
gains income by future con-
tracts. This- device, tax strat-. 
. tling, costs the l,!nited ' States 
Treasury hundreds of millions 
of dollars each year. · 
But. the group's 'represen-
tatiVe said "Moynihan is hor~ 
,endous on the capital gains 
he sent . me a letter dated 
March 13, 1981, detailing . his 
resolution calling on- the ·Presi-
-dent to organize a conference 
· regardi'ng the rights of 
diplomats. He fails to mention 
we may have · too many 
. diplomats and that may be-the 
cause of all our problems. , 
· .In this ~ge of computers and 
exclusion." Our Senator has in- · telecommunications, · a truly 
traduced legislati.on to exclude creative Senator would call for 
75% of capital gains incorne the gradual reduction of all 
from taxation, •thereby giving· · diplomatic staffs to a level. far- . . , 
NY Bar Urges Legal Aid Preservation · 
repudiation of thisr nation's 
longstanding commitment to 
equal justice µnder law." 
r 
This year, the Corporation's 
budget of S321 million dollars . 
has funded more than 300 
legal aid programs in 1,4'50 of­
fices, serving 1.2 million of the 
nation's estimated 20 million 
poor people. 
'. An immediate past president 
· of the -Legal Aid Society in 
New York City, Forger noted 
, thai on~third of the society's. 
budget came from the 
federally-funded corporation.· 
"Statewide, a total of . ap­
pro>ttmately $22.f'!'lillion doll~rs· 
of ·Leaal Services Corporation 
money supported 27 programs Calling , upon · critics to pro­
with 109 offices, providing . duce evidence.of abuse, Forger 
representation in almost 
100,000 cases," Forger said. He 
pointed out that nearly all of 
this ·funding w.as used to vin-
d icate individual · clients' 
rights . A sma111 portion was ex-
pended for .class action litiga-
tion - ~ction against gov~ 
ment agen~ies, institutions and .. • 
private industry. that it. is. "unc~nscionable to 
'Forger, said that "alleged 
abuses'1 by legal aid lawyers in 
bringing · class _action pro. 
ceedings "more than likefy 
.constitute· an excuse for seek-
ina term1nation of the program 
~ not Justification based in 
reason or logic." · 
less. than those maintained to­
'day. For exampl_e what were all 
the aides doing in Teheran 
.w~en .t~e em.bassy' was cap-
tured? · 
Is there a rational reason for 
~eaving this amount ' of per-
sonel abroad? The only con-
ceivable reason for maintain-
ing staff at current ·levels is to 
help large corporations expand 
operations iQ foreign nations. 
In ,other words, the United 
States taxpayer is subsidizing 
the big business's 'search for 
more wealth. And · now our 
Senator wants to protect the 
-subsidization program we 
naively call the diplomatk 
corps. 
• Well fellow Yorkers, as 
Moynihan paternalistically 
calls us, we need to get out the 
. muskets and fire at the Har­
vard brat a few times. Let him 
comm·ute right back to the St. 
Charles . River, where he. surely 
belongs~ 
. 
acknowledged that ev~ry pro-
gram can ·ben·efit from 
thoughtful periodic review, 
"and -the legal services pro­
gram should be no exception." 
.fn ~rging su.pport . for the· 
continued existence of fegal 
serviceli prqgtams, 'Fotger-saidr 
.deprive the lo\\'.er seament of 
·society of · the single most 
. sfgnifica'nt .instrumentality •· 
available to them - access to 
, the legal process and ttrrough· 
.It, the best hope of ·securina 
' basic human riahts, on· which 
survival itself may depend." 
I 
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, Whi<;h NHLTeaITl ,Wi/1 Capture LOrdStanley's Cup?. 
Spring Dinner Dance 
photos by Lee Berge; and Frank Bolz 
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. ,-. '-, :1:.aw ·Revue--'81 · 
I -
by.Joe Peperone · - ot"the.finals on May 28th. The 
ice may be slushy, and the at-
Whe_re will you be • May mosphere in the rinks foggy, 
28th? If you're a senior, you'll but the blood, sticks, skates 
probably be sitting on a beach and pµcks will still be there to 
somewhere, sipping ice-piks, warm your already ~arm 
tanning and· relaxing. It- will be nights. So in the interest of put-
four days after graduation and ting puck in mouth . - I will 
a week before the Bar review now give you, ·· in my 
courses start. You'll say to borderline, mystical way ..... ·a 
-yourself, "Boy, it's sure a long peek at how 11see the fight for 
way since April 9th! Back then Lord Stanley's Ct1p. 
I was worrying about catching For the uninitiated, the, NHL 
up in my courses, then I had se~son bega,n in early October , 
Trial Technique, tlfon that 
seminar paper to write, and ~~!~d~~~~~hi~=r:~~o~a~a~~~! 
then tho..se exams - whew!, I had an album out in five 
the>ught · I'd never make j t. years, and the hostages still 
· Then I had that long party h~d 100 days of captivity re-
week bei\Yeen exams and maining. Since then, the 21 
graduation .. ·And . then gradua­ teams have· played a total of 
tion day - my parents came 840 games, anti the result is 
up, I graduat~d and then we all th at Winnipeg, Hartford •
celebrated~ Now there's less Detroit, Colorado, and one 
than two months to go!" other team (I'm rooting "for 
Toronto} were eliminated . 
But, as LJsually happens, the This leaves 16 teams left to 
sun wilt begin-to set, and you,-11 enter the playoff~. Now, before 
go home. You'll put a burger _I go on, 1,·ust have to s_ay that Ion the outdoor gtill and eat 
dinner. It will still be hot' a,:id think its ridiculous to play a six 
humid outside _ almost 500 month season to eliminate fiv~ 
and not much better inside'. teams - leaving many teams 
The windows will be open and \.which ~idn't even_play .500 
you'll pop open a beec. and hockey m the playoffs. 
turn on the tube to survey your The NH L's philosophy in th_is 
choices _ The Waltons . . . matter appears to be - we 
Eight· Is Enough . . . NHL won' t tolerate terr_ible teams in 
ho'ckey . .. what!?, ,, . , t,tie P,l~yoff~. ~~t Lf yo~' re only 
· • · · · rnetli'8cre - ·come •on in7 TH:e 
That's right Cub Scouts, NHL underlying motivation is 
hockey may still be with us money of. course - the more 
after the exams are 'over and teamsinthe .playoffs, ·tliemoi'e 
after graduation. If all the tickets sold fpr _the · owners, 
playoff series go the limit, you etc ., etc., etc. - b_ut the Qian 
co~ld be watc:l"li'n·g g·am~ .~~':'~n , i.L!st .'fi1:ks '. of .; o'verkill . \vhy 
- • ., ..,./... 
should a team which has the semis and finals best four 
played· great all year have to out ·of seven. This way, a good 
beat a team with a · record of team which has proved itself in 
28-38-14 in a best 3 out of 5 . the 80 game regular season 
series just to make the quarter- would only have to play a max; 
finals? Could you imagine such imum of 19 galT!eS in _ the 
a system in bas-eball? Last year pfa.yoffs, instead . of the 
we would !:lave been treated to ridiculous 26 · games they may 
the New York .Ya1ees against have to play this year to win · 
the Cleveland Indians in an ~x- the Stanley C1,1p. 
citing American- League 
thplayoff battle! · That ain' t e way it is, 
however, this year o~ next· year. 
Ai:iother argument the NHL This year, the top team in the 
uses · to jus'tify this stupid league .~ill ·have · to · spend a 
system is that those mediocre week disposing of the worst 
teams will be fighting for team in the league . . Next 
playoff. spots right up to the season it will get even funnier. 
0 nd of the season, and their After play·1ng 32 or 40 games" · · 
fans won' t lose interest, as they aga·1nst the' teams ·,n ·,ts own 
· 
would if their team was division, the first place team 
eliminate'd in January. Again, will then have to play the 
so what! When a team can't ~ fourth place tea_m in the divi-
even win ·half their games, I sion in a best of five series to 
· 
hardly call that a fight, and prove its superiority and move 
baseball teams are eliminated on in the playoffs. The regular 
in June, but fans still come to season is thus reduced to 
the games. Instead of rewar- · merely a method of selecting 
ding mediocrity, the league playoff pairings. 
should encourage excellence, H . th ' 
by· making a teanf really . owever, smce ~o m~ 1say 
deserve a spot in the playoffs. _ will change what 1s o_r w1U be, 
· let's get on to this year's 
·Althbugh ·1 would rather se~ playoff picture. I'm going to 
only the top'eight teams make assume when the dust clears, 
the NHL playoffs, I hope at the top eight teams in the 
least someone in the hockey regular season will remain for 
hierarchy sees the light and the quarterfinals - the N.Y. 
tries to limi_t thr playoff_tea!'ls lsla.!1~er~•.. St. Louis,_Montreal, 
to 'twelve in ·the .fuh.ire. Theri I .· tos:' Angeles~ · ·.Buff,,alo ;· 
would give the winners of the Philadelphia, Calgary and Min-
four divisions first round byes nesota. As foe the four teams 
- to .give them a reward for to remain for the semifinals, 
finishing first. i:he first two I'll go with New York, St. Loui~. 
intra-divisional rounds would Montre.al and surprisingly, 
be ~es~ thre~ (?.ut of' five; with Buffal9. The Sabres_ have ~ad 
' 
quite an erra.tic year, but they 
have be'en able to beat both 
L.A. and Philly, their likely 
quarterfinal opponei'lts, 
regularly this year. Alas, their 
bubble will burst in the semis, 
and the -perpetrator may. just 
turn ouf to be their old . 
nemisis, the Islanders, but 
think no matter the opponent, 
Buffalo just doesn't have the 
horses to get into tl)_e finals this 
year. . . 
St. Louis won't make them 
" 
~~~h:~'l>~~: !'~~s a~a;:arb=~~ 
goaltender Mi~e Luit has 
become hockey's -new 
phenom, put a closer look 
reveals six teams have let in 
less goals this season. Defen/E? 
is the. name of the game in the 
playoffs, an 
d 
St Louis juSt 
doesn't · have a strong enough 
one to make it past the semis. 
Tl:leir lack of _ playoff ex-
p~ience won't help either. 
Thus, take a stab at an1,11 
Islander-Canadian final. Both 
teams have had a worse year 
than last season, and, Montreal 
has especially had its pro-
blems, with a rash of injuries to 
key personnel and what seems 
like musical chairs -in the nets. 
But I think the Canadians will 
win it in seven. Th~ team is hot 
now, and LaFleur should be
ti:rt1, · r~covered~· an!f ; in. f~II 
stride by the finals . Unless 
Bossy and Trottier have ex­
traordinary· ·series , Les 
Habita·nts, tradition , and 
·mom's crepes suzette should 
prevail again. 
.. 
. . ATT Making Pla:ns 
1981-82 ·La.w Review With Eye to Future ' 
by Marc Ganz vicing 39 cities by 1983'. 
: In the. second filing, ATT 
Two recent Federal Com- asked the FCC for permission 
munications Commission fil- .to offer cal~ answering , arid . ' 
ings by the mammoth other stored-now, transmitted 
American Telephone aod ·lat.er services for it,s basic 
1elegraph Company (ATT} telephone customer's . This is a 
coold be good indications of result of the Computer-II deci- · 
the prospects of a future com- sion of last year, where the 
rriunications . network · in the FCC ruled that the 'large cor­
United States and around the- poration must ask for a waivet 
world . , , from regulators in order to 
In the first filing, ATT asked co.mpete in the unregul.,ated 
permission • to build a_nd markets. · 
operate. transmission devices There are two services ATT 
for its new Picturephone • wants -to · of.fer. ·One i~ called 
· Meeting Service, a dual audio '~call-answering" where the 
visual teleconferencing ser- caller will be connected to a 
vice. This is an o\Jtgrowth of customer's recorded · greeting 
the widely acclaimed pie- whenever the phone was not 
. turephone first introduced at answered. The other new ser­
the 1963 New - York World's vice ATT wants to advance is 
Fair. However the service was called "advance calling" and 
never successful because of will allow customers to r;cord 
photo by Frank Bolz the astronomical costs involv- messages and transmit them 
The new Law Review Board includes the following: (I. t~ r.} Front Row: Kevin Flannigan (Publica- - ed. . . la_ter to -~n_oth_er number 
tions Editor}; Joe DeMaria (Managing Editor}; Ed Flint (Editor-in-Chief}; Brian Edwards (Executive . The telecomm_unicayons without !edialmg. The coSts for 
Editor}; Jack Collins (Publications Editor}. Back Row: Peter Kaplan (Note & Comment Editor}; firm, however, believes it can the s~rvices ~re unknow_n. 
1Glenn Pincus (Articles Editor); Bob Schwenke! (Articles Editor); Alyson Cummings (Articles Editor}; s~ccessfully makret the _ser- It is possible that ~ the 
Elizabeth Freedman (Note & Comment Editor); Howard Bluver (Note & Comment Editor}; Gary vice. :. even though there is a future .one could conce,vably 
Carleton (Note & Comment Editor}; Justin White· (Note & Comment Editor}. Not i:1ictured: Jon one time fee of_$118,000 and a ~~nt to_make a conference 
Malamud (Note & Comment Editor}; Edward Rogal in (Note & Comment Editor}; Ron Ploetz (No_te mo~t~ly charge of $11,950. In video-phonecall to another 
& Comment Editor}; Jo Faber (Note & Comment Editor}; Jeff Crandal (Note & Comment Editor}. add1t1on, -there would be a party somewhere arou_nd the 
charge to customers of about world. That party will not 
$240 for a 30 minute call bet- answer and instead, you will 
ween New York and transmit the m:.essage via the 
Philadelphia, which C'ould in- phone company's advance­Bromberg Concert "Painful" volve two moms of persons. calling service. Can you im­
A TT said they hoped to be ser- agine?
by R.W. Peters mation. It makes one wonder 
whetl)er George Brett is a 
David Bromberg plays the Bromberg fan. _ Ad Man Falls .Victim· kind of foot stompin', leg­ Bromberg did not play any 
tappin' music best suited for of the old chestnuts, and .ex­
the beery confines of a West­ pertly sidestepped the boozy to .Gruesome Editing
Texas honkytonk. When he is requests for Sharon and Got To 
trapped in the inappropriate Suffer· To Sing The Blues . In A Long Island adverJiser has to the exact typeface, " Why 
4PVironment of the Fillmore . fact, the only song this less reason not to trust his typeset­ stay -alive when dying is so 
r.oom, his act.suffers almost as . than ' fanatical writer recogniz- ter anymore: That person may cheap.'' Also in addition to 
much as his audience. ed was Travel/in' Man, have lost him .a ~emetery's describing the crypts as endur-
Bromberg is a charlT!ing and David Bromberg in concert. Bromberg was accompanied business. · ing. and dignified, the ad was 
extremely talented performer. by two musicians, Jeff Weiser Accordin·g to the New York changed to read "hqmey." _ 
However, the toll of doing two pickin', yours truly felt like' get­ and Gene Johnsbn, ac- Times,,,Herb Stolitsky of the And the final line was "ask 
performances in one night has ti'ng up and punching ·out a complished fiddlers and Stoner Agency in Great Neck about our family- layaway 
evidently reduced his stamina, wall. At a Bromberg concerti violinists both. However, I was· assigned to do _an ad for plan." 
and his entire first set last Fri­ one needs to move around, can't honestly say they added the Sanctuary of Abraham and The advertisement was run 
day ni\e lasted.but an hour and preferab,ly with a cold b.eer in much to the event. It was · Sarah in Paramus, New Jersey. in the New Yprk Daily- News 
a quarter. one's hand. The polite and dry Bromberg's sbow from . the Yet somewhere along the and later ,a make good ad .was 
Which, sorry to say, may sitting arrangements, on the start. It was just a shame printing line,· something went placed in , ~he ~ ~ame tabloid. 
have been for the best, for cold ti'le floor of the Fillmore UUAB didn't book him int9 the wrong.·· Into the body copy Lawyers a~e investig~ting ttie 
· after fifteen minutes of his ex Room, is not conducive to Rathskeller, a better ventilated where the ad describes the -case for the cemetery.·: .·Mr. 
pert bluegrass and country anything but hemorrhoid ' tor- and much more humane ar~pa. costs someone had inserted in- Stolitsky lost his account! 
Matt Luba/The Current 
~re -
Shooting ·Straight From the Hip .. -. About Parties and Sex 
by Jay Mar1in you feel out of place?? or Johnny/Mary's party, an.d was 'there· are date people. - I'd 'u°p to womeh at bars and shoot 
where you don't know many told I was sure to •have such ·a much rather go . ..QJ.Jt on adat~ I the breeze and lay-o~ them a 
ltrs_. good to see everyone people?? And, all of a sudden, · great time. I wish I had told my like playing Johnny Carson. To fine :rap. I don't know how they' 
having a good time at a party. you feel as if e\'.eryone is look- mother, "Heh, if it's such a make mayself appe·ar 'in- do it. Mqst of my. ~onversa­
But, don't you hate being told irig at you. good time, you gc;, and let me terested in what the other per- tions at bars start with, "Hello, 
t~at you should be having a stay home!!' son is saying, when I don't how are you?" and end 'with
What do you do then? First,good time. You know, the type Parties can also be embar- have the foggiest idea of what her silence. I just can't get into you . make sure you have aof person, usually found at rassing. Re.member the first they are talking about. Like the the corny stuff Hke, "Do youdrink in your . hand, and thenboring parties, who comes up time· I asked a girl what she know what · time it is?" and 
you look .like you are doing time you went to a party and to you and says, "You look had done the previous day, when she doesn't know, you 
bored. You should be having a something - looking towards t 
hey played spin th1' bottle or and she · said she had cried. then tell her the time. 
the door as if waiting for ndseven minutes in · heaven, ,a When I asked her what was the Guys have strange techni~ 
Charlie's Angel5 to enter or 
~od time." Heh,, I don't know 
about you, but if I'm miserable you didn't exactly know what matter, she said nothing. She- q1:.1es for psyching each other 
you start juggling your drink or not having a good time, the was going on!? You sure cried all afternoon to know the . up to meet 'a -woman. How 
very last thing I want to be told from one hand to the other. weren't going to ask anyon~! · feeling of crying. 'It takes skill many of us have been guided
Then, you find yourself wa,lk­is that I should be having a Helt, how rnany of you \'(ere to learn to smile.and appear in- by . such- · \VQ!'.lderful terms as
ing around the room - untilgood tim~: supposed to be kissed by a girl terested when you are out with "Yq_u have nothing to lose"· pr .
you feel like a satellite in orbit. • Would't you like to once, or vice versa, but she started a zombie. . - "You won't be _any worse off 
1 ~hen Mr. _or Mrs. Glory Morn­ I· don-'t know. I guess I've arguing with her friends that , I like g_oing on dates, rather than you•are now" and· my all­
ing Sunshine comes· up to you never really liked parties that • she did't want to kiss you, but than going. to bars., Not tliat ·1 time favorite line is - "No 
and says, "You should be hav­ much. Guess, it goes _back ~o she wa, told she had to kiss .. don't like t6 go to bars, -but I guts, no glory." ·isn't that a 
ing !l good time," to say·''.Leave early childhood . Doesn't you because those were t~e just cannot meet anyone at -a beau.tiful . line? Doesn't . it 
me alone, go bother someone · everything go back to early rules. You didn't know whether bar ....: no matter, ~O\\'. much I sound like Rommel . fighting 
else.". , childhood? I remember wl;ien I to kiss ~er or punch her out. rnay want to, or trY-tq. I think across North Africa or .' Patton · 
4"';I Ever been at a party where was forced to go to little There are party people · an~ it's great t~at guys who can 89 leading h,is tanks -into 'battie. 
Pap·eight Opinion April(9,_198~ 
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